


Saina Nehwal’s bronze medal win (1) Saturday, at the London Olympics,

may be seen as a lucky (2) after her Chinese opponent (3) hurt. But (4)

Saina’s father, Dr Harvir Singh, “it is god’s gift”, “She was (5) on Friday

after losing the semi-final. It was god’s (6) that she won a medal. This is

very satisfying for everyone. I was very (7) about Saina winning a bronze”,

The Prime Minister (8) the Indian shuttler for winning the medal. “The

country is proud of your (9)”. After Gagan Narang, Saina is the second

sportsperson from AP to win a (10) at the Olumpics.
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2. succeed victory win of winning
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6. notion nature wish prayer

7. optimistic normal pessimistic emotional
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Past (1) us in understanding our present world in a (2) better way. If we

know (3) our ancestors lived or (4) the wars were waged, we can understand

the today’s world (5) and get ideas for a (6) future. What appears to (7) as

wrong today could have been right (8). It is also interesting to know how (9)

in the past (10) the life of humans.

1. helps helped help is helping

2. just much most more

3. how why when where

4. why when how which

5. better well betterment best

6. fairy fair fairest fairer

7. us them they him

8. earliest earlier early later

9. inventing invention adventures inventors

10. improves improve improvement improved
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Thank You


